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Introduction
What are called the criminal justice systems were not designed instead they emerged world wide over
many thousands of years. The system we have in Iowa is a set of independent governmental and non
governmental entities that collaborate in criminal case processing and subsequent supervision for cases
that result in a conviction.
The result is a complex, adaptive and adversarial system that is time dependent. A common feature of
such systems is that the distributions for some factors have heavy tails where events occur with a much
higher probability than one would expect from a normal distribution. This study uses data form Iowa
prisons to study distributions by length of confinement.
On the last day a fiscal year the Iowa Department of Corrections prepares an end of year report that
lists a large number of factors for each prison inmate that was in prison on that day. That list was
reduced so it only included the 670 female and 7,420 male inmates that had been convicted by an Iowa
county court. For this study an abridged FY 2016 report was used where all confidential data had been
removed.
The length of confinement (in years) is 2016.5 minus the year of admission. Where 2016.5 was the year
fraction of the FY 2016 report.
New and Prior Commitments
An important time dependent characteristic of a prison inmate is the number of times that they have
been committed to prison on a new charge. One of the factors in the data set was a commitment
indicator. A single commitment (designated as new) was denoted by “A” and two or more
commitments (designates as prior) by “B” to “M”. In the FY 2016 data set the largest number of
commitment was 13.
The weighted mean number of commitments was 1.6 and the ratio of the maximum to the mean was
8.1. With a normal distribution the probability of such a large ratio is vanishingly small. With a heavy
tailed distribution the probability of an extreme event is much higher a counter intuitive outcome.
Figure 1 is a semi log plot of the percentages of female and male inmates inmates with a particular
number of commitments. The blue and green dotted lines are not fits to the data they are to show what
one would expect for a normal distribution. For the longer lengths of commitment the points are above
the dotted line an indication that the distributions had heavy tails.
A preliminary survey of offense subtypes by number of commitments shows that the most conspicuous
difference between small and large numbers of commitments was for the other criminal subtype. For
inmates with other criminal as the subtype 70% were habitual offenders serving a two year mandatory
minimum sentence and 25% were special sentence parole violators serving either a two year of four
year mandatory minimum sentence.
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Figure 1: The vertical log scale is the percentage of female or male prison inmates with the number of
commitments given by the horizontal scale. Female percentages are denoted by
filled green circles and male percentages by blue plus signs.
Length of Confinement by Age When Admitted Sets
The data was sorted by age when admitted into 15 to 25, 26 to 50, 51 to 75 and 76 and older sets. They
are plotted in pairs of semi-log plots in figures 2 and 3..
The graph of a exponential function in a semi-log plot is a straight line and a normal distribution is an
exponential function. The black solid lines in figures 2 and 3 are not fits to the data they were added to
show what one would expect for a normal distribution. In most plots the solid black line was drawn
through the male short length of confinement points. In a few charts the female comparison is also
shown with a dotted black line.
The maximum length of confinement decreases with age set and there were no female commitments in
the oldest age sets. The male distributions had heavy tails for the first thee age sets and that was also
true for the first two female sets. Except for one point the third female set is a normal distribution but it
could be heavy tailed. However, one point is not enough to support that conclusion. The were no
female and too few male commitments in the fourth age set to draw any conclusions.
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Figure 2: Percent of inmates in each set vs length of confinement in years
for the 15 to 25 and 26 to 50 age sets.

Figure 3: Percent of inmates in each set vs length of confinement in years
for the 51 to 75 and 76 and older age sets.
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Commit Types vs Length of Confinement

Figure 4: Semi-log plot of percent of inmates vs length of confinement for new and prior commitments.
For both new and prior commitments the distributions are heavy tailed for both genders. This feature
contributed to the growth of the prison population.
Admit Types vs Length of Confinement
Table 1: Distribution of Admit Types
Admit Type
Female %Male %
New Court Commitment
46.7
61.4
Probation Revocation
27.2
20.3
Parole & Work Release Returns 26.0
18.3
Table 1 lists the percentages of female and male inmates by admit type. The females had the largest
percentages for probation revocations and returns from parole and residential work release the opposite
of what one would expect. The most likely reason for this outcome is that that community supervision
of low risk female was reduced in order to increase community supervision of high risk males.
The new court commitment distributions shown in figure 5 have heavy tails for both genders. In figure
6 the female parole and work release returns and probation revocations for females appear to be normal
distributions where the corresponding male distributions have heavy tails.
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Figure 5: The semi-log plot for the new court commitment admit type. The expected trends for a
normal distribution are the black dotted line for females and the black solid line for males.

Figure 6: Semi-log plots for returns from parole and residential work release
on the left and probation revocations on the right.
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Offense Type vs Length of Confinement

Figure 7: Semi-log plot for female and male Drug and Other offense types.

Figure 8: Semi-log plot for female and male Property and Public Order offenses.
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Figure 9: Semi-log plot for female and male Violent offenses.
In figure 7 the drug offense distributions for both genders are most likely to be normal.
It could be that the other offense type has a heavy tailed distribution. The other offense type is 70.1%
habitual offenders serving a two year mandatory minimum sentence, 24.9% sex offenders with special
sentences who violated probation and are serving either a two or four year mandatory sentence and 5%
were convicted of conspiracy or other uncommon offenses.
Those classified as habitual offenders and are serving a special sentence accounted for 8% of the prison
inmates and they have a lifetime risk of serving mandatory sentences. In addition their numbers will
increase until they die at the same rate as they are classified as habitual offenders or given a special
sentence.
In figure 8 it appears that a normal distribution is the most likely for both genders and property and
public order offenses.
In figure 9 it is evident that the distributions for both genders are heavy tailed.
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Offense Class vs Length of Confinement

Figure 10: For Class A felonies the sentence is life without parole. For Class B felonies the
maximum is 25 years (upper limit of shaded zone) with a rare number with a 50 year maximum.

Figure 11: The upper limit of the shaded zones is the maximum sentence for each offense class.
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Figure 12: For an aggravated misdemeanor sentences up to a years can be served in a county jail.
Sentences longer than a year are served in prison.
When Iowa became a territory in 1838 they inherited the territorial criminal code. Shortly after Iowa
became a state at the end of 1846 the legislature adopted a criminal code. That code was appended and
amended numerous times and in 1970 it was decided that it needed revision and by a bipartisan effort
the revision was completed, passed by the legislature and signed by Governor Ray in 1976. The
revision was published in 1978 and that is the effective date although it was used before that. Only the
criminal code was revised. Criminal statutes in other chapters of the code (regulation of drugs for
example) were not revised
At that time sentencing was indeterminate where the judge specified a range (for example 4 to 8 years)
and the Board of Parole decided when the inmate could be released. Before 1976 there were no offense
classes and the prison inmates who were admitted to prison before that were sentenced under the old
criminal code. In 1965 the death penalty was abolished and the penalty for 1st degree murder was
changed from hanging to life in prison without parole.
The revised criminal code used the offense class to specify the maximum sentence with Class A (life in
prison without parole), Class B (25 years), Class C (10 years), Class D (5 years) ,and Aggravated
Misdemeanor (2 years). An effort was made to have the punishment fit the crime.
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In figures 10 to 12 the shaded region is from zero to the maximum number of years. The offense class
was not listed for 9.3% of the inmates but only 0.8% were because there were sentenced before the
adoption of offense classes. The reason listed for the rest was enhancement to the original penalty. I
suppose that means a reduced penalty was granted and because of a violation the original penalty was
restored.
For Class A felonies shown in figure 10 the inmates were admitted at a low annual rate and died in
custody unless their sentence was commuted by the governor. The female and male percentages of
inmates were similar but very few females were sentenced to life in prison in the early years.
For Class B felonies also shown in figure 10 the male trend appear to be a normal distribution except
for a male bulge caused by the adoption of an 85% of the maximum sentence as a mandatory minimum
in order to qualify for federal grants for prison construction. The number of females serving a Class B
felony sentences was small so the bulge is not as evident. There were also some male inmates with
lengths of confinement larger than the maximum.
For Class C and D felonies shown in figure 11 the distributions for both genders appear to be normal.
The males are more likely to be incarcerated longer than the maximum than females.
For Aggravated Misdemeanors shown in figure 12 the distribution is normal and male inmates are more
likely than females to be held longer than the maximum. The right hand panel of figure 12 is for
inmates where the offense class was not listed. The points on the far right are for inmates that were
sentenced before offense classes were introduced. Most of the point on the left are for enhancement to
the original penalty discussed above.
Summary
• Figure 1: Frequency distribution of new and prior commitments vs number of commitments.
For both genders the distributions are heavy tailed. That tells us that the cycle of arrest,
conviction, incarceration, release and repeat is much more likely than expected.
• Figures 2 & 3: Percentage of prison inmates by length of confinement for four age sets. The
distributions for the first two age sets are heavy tailed for both genders. For the third set the
distribution for males is heavy tailed and may also be heavy tailed for females. There was no
female and insufficient male data to drawn any conclusion about the fourth age set.
• Figure 4: Both new and prior commitment distributions had heavy tails for both genders.
• Figure 5: Both genders had heavy tailed distributions for new court commitments.
• Figure 6: For parole and work release returns and probation revocations the female distributions
appeared to be normal and the male distributions to be heavy tailed.
• Figures 7 & 8: For all offense types the female distributions appeared to be normal. That was
also the case for male distributions for drug and property offense types. For other and possibly
for public order offenses the males distributions had heavy tails.
• Figure 9: Both genders had heavy tailed distributions for violent offenses.
• Figure 10: Class A felonies: The penalty is life in prison without parole. They are admitted at a
low rate and stay until they die in custody or are commuted by the governor. Class B felonies:
For both genders the tends appear to have a normal distribution. Both genders have a bulge with
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male bulge better defined that was caused by an increase in the mandatory minimum from 50%
to 85% of the maximum sentence for violent offenders.
Figures 11 and 12: Classes C, D and Aggravated Misdemeanors for both genders appear to
have normal distributions. Those commitment with no offense type on the right were committed
before offense types were introduced. The more recent ones where most likely granted a
reduced penalty that was rescinded because of violations.
The statutory maxima by offense class and the observed maxima in FY 2016 are;
• Class B: Statutory 25 years for most and 50 years for a few offenses. Observed 19 years for
females and 37 years for males.
• Class C: Statutory 10 years. Observed 7 years for females and 18 years for males.
• Class D: Statutory 5 years. Observed 3 years for females and 11 years for males.
• Aggravated Misdemeanor: Statutory 2 years. Observed 2 years for females and 3 years for
males.
• It appears that statutory maxima for offense classes have been nullified for males.

